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Note: If required, use the blank side of each page. 
 
Problem 1: Consider the scenario where Host A is sending three packets to Host B. Each packet is 1000 
bits long. Assume that all the delay from Host A to Host B is due to queueing delay at a bottleneck queue 
along the path and transmission delay from that queue (i.e., all other contributions to the end-to-end delay 
are negligible). This queue is served by a 1 Mbps link on the first-come-first-served basis. 
 
Assume that the bottleneck queue is empty initially. The three packets from Host A are inserted in this 
queue at 0 ms, 2 ms, and 4 ms, respectively. Some other ongoing connections to destinations other than 
Host B share the bottleneck queue with the connection from Host A to Host B. These other connections 
insert in the bottleneck queue a 3000 bit packet at 0.5 ms and a 2000 bit packet at 3 ms. 
 
(a) Find the times when the packets from Host A are delivered to Host B. (15 points) 
 

● P1 reaches Host B in 1000bits/1Mbps = 1 ms. 
● The 3000 bit packet starts service after P1 clears the queue at t=1ms. The 3000 

bit packet finishes service at t=4ms. 
● P2 begins service at t=4ms, and arrives at Host B at t=5ms. 
● The 2000 bit packet starts service after P2 clears the queue at t=5ms. The 

2000 bit packet finishes service at t=7ms. 
● P3 begins service at t=7ms, and arrives at Host B at t=8ms. 

 
So P1, P2, and P3  arrive at 1ms, 5ms, and 8ms, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Suppose that the Host B wants to display these packets with the spacing between consecutive packets 

same as at the time of origination (i.e., 2 ms). A commonly implemented strategy for displaying 
packets at a regular interval calls for applying a “build-out delay” to the first packet such that the 
packets are displayed as early as possible while meeting the requirement of the fixed spacing between 
consecutive packets. Under this strategy, for the packets receive from Host A, what “build-out delay” 
should Host B apply? (15 points) 

 
A build out delay of 3 ms would allow P1, P2, and P3 to be displayed at 4ms, 6ms, and 8ms 
respectively. If the build out delay were smaller, P3 would not arrive in time for it to be 
displayed on schedule.  
 
3ms build out delay. 
 
 
 



Problem 2: Answer the following questions briefly. At most two to three sentences should suffice for each 
part. 
 
(1) In Ethernet we impose a spanning tree in the network to prevent loops.  Why is it such a big problem if 
we have loops in an Ethernet? (6 points) 
    

If a loop is present broadcast packets will cycle through the network indefinitely 
thereby clogging the network with redundant packets. 

 
 
 
 
(2) Existence of loops is not as severe a problem for IP routing. Why? (6points) 
 

RIP and OSPF avoids loops by calculating shortest paths (which cannot have loops) and 
BGP avoids loops by advertising complete paths. Additionally, IP packets have a TTL 
field that prevents them from being cycled through the network indefinitely.  

 
 
 
 
(3) How is the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) field in the frame header used in 802.11 wireless 
networks?  (6 points) 
 

Stations use the information in the duration field of the packet to adjust their Network 
Allocation Vector (NAV), which indicates the amount of time that must elapse until the 
current transmission session is complete and the channel can be sampled again for idle 
status. 

 
 
 
(4) Suppose you have a PC connected to port 12 of an Ethernet switch and it is receiving traffic (i.e. the 
switch has learnt of its existence on port 12). Now you unplug the switch from port 12 and connect it to 
port 13. What will happen to the next packets destined for the PC assuming that the PC has received a 
packet from the switch in the recent past? How/when does the switch correct its switching table? (6 points) 
 

The next packets will be forwarded on to port 12 and dropped. The switch will correct 
its switching table when the PC sends out a packet, and the switch learns of its new 
position in port 13. 

 
 
(5) You have seen several calculations showing that the efficiency of an Ethernet random access scheme is 
well below 100%. Suppose we knew that there are exactly N nodes in the Ethernet. Here's a strategy: we 
divide the time into N slots and make the 1st node use the 1st slot, 2nd node use 2nd slot and so on (this is 
called time division multiplexing). This way, we could achieve 100% efficiency and there would never be 
any collision!! What's the problem with this plan? (6 points) 
 

You only get 100% efficiency if every node utilizes its assigned slot every time. If nodes 
do not have data to send when their slot time arrives, then the medium is not used 
resulting in efficiency that can be well below 100%.  



 
Problem 3: 

 
• Assume that the network addresses of nodes are given by <AS>.<Network>.0.<node>              

e.g., node A has the address AS1.E1.0.A.  
• Assume that for the bridge IDs, B1 < B2 < B3 … 
• Assume H is not connected to AS2.E5 for part (a).  
• Assume the BGP Speakers use the least-next-hop-cost policy for routing (i.e., among alternative 

paths to the destination AS, choose the one that has the least cost on the first hop) 
 
Suppose that all the network configuration shown has been stable for a long enough time to allow all the 
routing algorithms to converge and all the bridges to learn where to forward each packet. 
 
(a) What route, specified as a series of bridges and routers, would be used if G wanted to send a 

packet to A? (12 points) 
 

G- AS2.B4 - AS2.B1-AS2.R3-AS2.R1-AS6-AS4-AS3-AS1.R4-AS1.R5-AS1.R3-AS1.R2-
AS1.R1-AS1.B2- AS1.B1-A 

 
(b) Now if node H was added to AS2.E5, and D tried to send a packet to it as soon as H was added, 

what would happen? Specifically, will the packet reach its destination and which all links and/or 
networks would the packet be sent on? [Describe in at most 5 lines] (14 points) 

 
Yes. The packet would make its way to AS2, because the routers would know H is in AS2 
by its prefix. The packet would make it from the border router to AS2.R3, because the 
prefix also specifies which Ethernet Host H is on. AS2.R3 finds host H’s MAC address 
with an ARP packet. H's response to the ARP should configure the learning bridges, so 
when AS2.R3 sends the packet onto the Ethernet it will traverse the spanning tree path 
to host H. 
 



D-AS1.B2-AS1.R1-AS1.R2-AS1.R3-AS1.R5-AS1.R4-AS3-AS4-AS5-AS2.R2-AS2.R1-
AS2.R3-AS2.B1-AS2.B2-AS2.B3-H 
 

 
 
(c) Starting from the network in (b), suppose AS2.R2 goes down. Outline in 2-3 lines the routing 

changes that would occur as a consequence of this failure. [Check Hint] (14 points) 
 

AS5 would withdraw the BGP route that previously went through it to AS2. As a result, 
packets going from AS1 to AS2 would travel on the route:  AS1.R4 – AS3 – AS4 – AS6 – 
AS2.R1.  Packets going from AS2 to AS1 would travel the same path in reverse order. 
 

 
 
 
 
Hint for (c): Think about how the change affects packets sent from AS1 to AS2, and packets sent from AS2 
to AS1. 
 
 


